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I asked Prof. Akhil Amar whether he was inclined to respond to Prof. Lash's

response to the Amar brothers' amicus brief in Trump v. Anderson, and Prof.

Amar suggested that I might publish a reply by Prof. Amar's research

assistants at Yale Law School (Arshan Barzani, Samarth Desai, Jacob Hutt,

and Jordan Kei-Rahn), which I am glad to do; all that follows below is their

work:

[* * *]

We are research assistants to Professor Akhil Reed Amar at Yale Law School.

We write to address some spirited but misguided critiques Professor Kurt Lash

has made in response to the amicus brief of Professor Amar and Professor

Vikram Amar in Trump v. Anderson.

Respectfully, we also write to raise serious concerns about the reliability of

Professor Lash's writings on Section 3 and to make clear what the historical

record does—and does not—say.[1]

By answering seven questions, we will show that (1) there was a First

Insurrection, (2) John B. Floyd, in addition to other Buchanan Administration

officials, participated, (3) Section 3 is self-executing, and (4) Section 3 covers

the presidency.
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[1.] Was there really a First Insurrection?

Yes. In the months before Abraham Lincoln's inauguration in 1861, anti-

Lincoln men in Washington plotted to undermine the Union and derail the

peaceful transfer of power. Secretary of War John B. Floyd sent arms

southward so that they would be "on hand when treason wanted them."[2]

Lincoln arrived in Washington under the cover of night. "There is little doubt

that he would have been assassinated if he had attempted to travel openly

throughout his journey," President Grant reckoned in his famous memoirs.[3]

In a nutshell: Unionists feared that secessionists would storm the Capitol on

February 13, 1861.[4] On that day—the equivalent of January 6, 2021—

Congress would count the president-elect's electoral votes. But unlike in 2021,

the Capitol's guardians, led by Brevet Lieutenant General Winfield Scott, were

ready. Anyone who tried to obstruct the count, Scott promised, "should be

lashed to the muzzle of a twelve-pounder and fired out of a window of the

Capitol."[5] Though a "howling, angry mob" had triggered "much street-

fighting," the count in the Capitol went off seamlessly.[6] That was thanks to

General Scott.[7]

As Lincoln's inauguration approached, legislators again feared a "treasonable

conspiracy, to resist the inauguration by force of arms [and] to seize the

Federal capital."[8] Again, "a mob of soldiery organized from the States of

Maryland and Virginia, and States south of Virginia, would have defeated the

inauguration of the Chief Magistrate" if not for Scott's preparations.[9]

The insurrectionists of 2021 succeeded where their predecessors had failed.

Spurred on by the outgoing president, they breached the Capitol, where the

Confederate flag flew for the first time.[10]

[2.] Did Americans in the 1860s view the First Insurrection as an
insurrection?
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Absolutely, clearly, and contemporaneously. On February 7, 1861, six days

before the certification of Lincoln's electoral vote, Representative Henry

Winter Davis proclaimed on the House floor that "cabinet ministers have

violated their oaths by organizing insurrection."[11] When one Vermont

politician asked General Scott to ensure the peaceful counting of votes, Old

Fuss and Feathers reassured him: if any man attempted "to obstruct or

interfere with the lawful count of the electoral vote for President," it would be

"my duty to suppress insurrection—my duty!"[12] Meanwhile, a New

Hampshire newspaper blamed "[t]raitors in the old lady's Cabinet" for

"supply[ing] the conspirators with the means of insurrection from the public

arsenals," such that "General Scott [was] hampered in his measures to defend

the capital."[13] All this before the Civil War began.

By 1868, the First Insurrection was deeply seared into America's historical

memory. On the Senate floor in February 1868, as the Fourteenth Amendment

was being drafted, Senator Jacob Howard called the conspiracy to prevent

Lincoln's inauguration a "perfectly notorious fact"—so notorious that it was

known even to "the humblest citizen of the Republic on the remotest

boundary of the Republic."[14]

Professor Lash claims that there could not have been a First Insurrection

because, in Howard's words, "there was flagrant war" by December 29, 1860,

the day Floyd resigned.[15] Lash thus suggests that all insurrections at the

time were part of the Civil War. The problem with this claim is that it

contradicts a scholar who wrote in a 2021 book that "the Civil War began"

only in April 1861, when "South Carolina fired on Fort Sumter."[16] That

scholar is Kurt Lash. As it happens, the scholarly consensus on the start date

of the Civil War agrees with (the 2021) Lash.[17]

[3.] Did John B. Floyd take part in the First Insurrection?

Yes, both in perception and reality. Floyd was a meme, an archetype, the

Benedict Arnold of his time, the most infamous actor in a broad conspiracy to

derail Lincoln from assuming the presidency.[18] This conspiracy scattered

union forces, weakened the capital's defenses, sought to disrupt the electoral-

vote count, and plotted Lincoln's assassination.

Before resigning in December 1860, Floyd used his office as secretary of war

to scatter union forces and divert munitions away from key Northern forts,

thus fortifying the South. Floyd's efforts heightened the threat to the Capitol

in the weeks leading up to Lincoln's inauguration. Though General Scott was

able to hold the Capitol, he had fewer soldiers and arms because of Floyd.

In the early 1860s, Americans understood that Floyd laid the groundwork for

his coconspirators to derail Lincoln's presidency. On December 29, 1860,

Justice Robert Grier wrote that Floyd was "a traitor & one who has conducted
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his office in a manner to disgrace this administration & plunder the country, &

who is now plotting its destruction."[19] On February 7, 1861, Representative

Davis declared that Floyd had "supplied arms to be forthwith used in making

war against their rightful owners."[20] As Representative Isaac Arnold recalled

in 1862, "There is no doubt now but that the chief conspirators—Davis,

Floyd … and others— … intended to assassinate President Lincoln!"[21]

Floyd's actions cannot be—and were not—seen in isolation. The First

Insurrection was much farther-reaching than one man's treachery. Not all

actors in this vast conspiracy knew the names, much less the specific plots, of

all the backstage actors. What they did have in common was a goal: to keep

President-elect Lincoln from the White House. Americans who lived through

the First Insurrection knew, to be sure, that Floyd would not be the one to pull

the trigger on Lincoln. But they knew, too, that he would be to blame for

giving aid and comfort to the assassin who would.

Professor Lash notes that the House found no centrally organized group

planning a plot to foil the Inauguration. But the House merely found no

unified organization directing such a plot.[22] Basic conspiracy law holds that

conspiracies need not have central coordination. If A conspires with B who

conspires with C, all are linked in one conspiracy—even if A does not even

know that C exists (and vice versa) and even if their specific plans diverge in

many details.[23] (This is why the Amar brief repeatedly speaks of, for

example, "Floyd and other top officials" and "Floyd and his allies."[24])

The key point is that, in the minds of the framing Congress and ratifying

public, Floyd was guilty for the plot during and after the war. The story of

Floyd and his cabinet co-conspirators was the paradigm case that shaped

Section 3.

In 1862, numerous senators who opposed seating alleged Confederate

sympathizer Benjamin Stark invoked the specter of Floyd. If Stark could

become a senator, they argued, Floyd could, too.[25] This debate helped

motivate Congress to pass the Ironclad Oath—the statutory precursor to

Section 3—months later.

In 1868, the Senate refused to seat Philip Francis Thomas of Maryland, who

served as treasury secretary under President Buchanan.[26] Championing the

refusal, Senator Jacob Howard argued that when "principal public

functionaries" including Thomas and Floyd had resigned from Buchanan's

cabinet, they had been perfectly aware of the cabal "endeavoring

to … beleaguer the city of Washington with the design of seizing it … and, at

all events, preventing the inauguration of President Lincoln."[27] Howard

then singled Floyd out. "No man could be so ignorant and be in the Cabinet

of Mr. Buchanan, as not to understand the tergiversations, the twistings, and

the windings of John B. Floyd."[28]
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Notably, Floyd and Thomas were infamous not for taking part in the

Confederacy, but for their duplicity as members of President Buchanan's

Cabinet.[29] Indeed, Thomas was never even accused of formally joining the

Confederacy. His alleged treason occurred entirely during the First Insurrection

before Sumter and included simply resigning from Buchanan's Cabinet—

abandoning his critical post at a critical hour. As Senator Jacob Howard

explained in 1868, "[N]o greater encouragement could have been given to the

rebels than the resignation of the leading Cabinet officers … Does anybody

doubt that John B. Floyd was a traitor? … Was Mr. Thomas any better?"[30]

[4.] According to Professor Lash, no one at the time said Section 3 was
self-executing. Is that true?

No. Actually, many framers said the precise opposite.

Professor Lash writes that he has "not discovered a single person who thought

the text was self-executing and capable of disqualifying a candidate prior to

some kind of adjudication."[31] But the historical record has such persons

aplenty.

In June 1868, Senator Oliver Morton declared that oath-breaking

insurrectionists "will become disqualified the moment the fourteenth article

becomes a part of the Constitution"—no prior adjudication or enabling

legislation required.[32] Senator George Williams said much the same thing.

[33] So did Senator Thomas Hendricks, even though he opposed the

Fourteenth Amendment.[34] So, even, did Jefferson Davis's own legal team.

(And Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase, before he flip-flopped in Griffin's Case.)

[35]

Then there is Grant, who also understood Section 3 to be self-executing and

instructed his military commanders to act accordingly. When Brevet Major

General Edward Canby accordingly disqualified candidates-elect in Virginia,

his conduct received the personal approval of Representative John Bingham, a

chief architect of the Fourteenth Amendment.[36]

And the list goes on.[37] Professor Lash's portrayal of the legislative and post-

enactment history collapses under scrutiny.

 

[5.] According to Professor Lash, Thaddeus Stevens said Section 3 "will not
execute itself." Is that true?

Not at all. Stevens was referring to Section 2, not Section 3. In repeatedly

citing Representative Thaddeus Stevens for the proposition that Section 3 "will

not execute itself," Professor Lash gets the historical record seriously and

unfortunately wrong.[38]



When Stevens made this remark, the draft third section was an utterly

different provision from what would become ratified as Section 3. This draft

provision envisioned the disenfranchisement of millions of people, while the

final, radically reshaped amendment mandated the disqualification from

holding office of a few thousand oath-breaking insurrectionists. (The draft

read: "Until [July 4, 1870], all persons who voluntarily adhered to the late

insurrection, giving it aid and comfort, shall be excluded from the right to

vote for Representatives in Congress and for electors for President and Vice

President of the United States.")[39]

More importantly, when Stevens said, "it will not execute itself," he was

referring not to the third section, but to what would eventually become

Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment.[40]

Here is the proof: Stevens was responding to Bingham, who worried that this

never-ratified draft third section would have required the federal government

to send federal election officers into every state to prevent rebels from voting.

[41] Stevens said that Bingham's concern applied with equal force to Section

2:

I say if this amendment prevails you must legislate to carry out many parts

of it. You must legislate for the purpose of ascertaining the basis of

representation. You must legislate for registry such as they have in

Maryland. It will not execute itself, but as soon as it becomes law, Congress

at the next session will legislate to carry it out both in reference to the

presidential and all other elections as we have the right to do. So that

objection falls to the ground.[42]

Stevens was saying that other "parts" of the "amendment" as a whole—

specifically, the provision related to "ascertaining the basis of

representation"—would not execute themselves.[43] That provision on

apportionment evolved into Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment, which

reduces congressional representation for states that disenfranchise citizens.

Lash is thus doubly wrong to invoke a statement not even about Section 3, in

a debate not even about the final version of Section 3. [44]

[6.] Have defenders of the "president is not an officer" theory produced
even a single prominent framer or ratifier who clearly stated their
position?

Not one, to the best of our knowledge. Despite repeated public challenges by

Professors Amar, Mark Graber, and Gerard Magliocca, Professor Lash has not

cited even a single participant of the framing or ratifying debates who clearly

expressed his view that the president is not an officer for the purposes of

Section 3 (that is, without immediately retracting their opinion).



By contrast, scholars on the other side have found dozens of examples of

Americans referring to the president as an officer throughout the 1860s.[45]

Countless others did, too, in antebellum America, including Alexander

Hamilton in Federalist No. 69.[46]

Lash has pointed to Senator Reverdy Johnson.[47] But when Johnson

expressed his view that Section 3 omitted the presidency, he was interrupted

—mid sentence—by Senator Lot Morrill, who clarified that the presidency was

included in the phrase "any office, civil or military, under the United States."

Johnson then recanted. "Perhaps I am wrong as to the exclusion from the

Presidency; no doubt I am; but I was misled by noticing the specific exclusion

in the case of Senators and Representatives."[48]

[7.] The Ironclad Oath of 1862 expressly applied to all offices except the
presidency. Doesn't that mean the presidency is an office?

Exactly. The Ironclad Oath, the forerunner to Section 3, applied to "every

person elected or appointed to any office of honor or profit under the

government of the United States … excepting the President of the United

States."[49] By the rule against surplusage, the text of the Ironclad Oath

demonstrates that Civil War Congresses viewed the president as holding an

"office under the government of the United States."

Professor Lash has claimed, absurdly, that the Ironclad Oath "blows a hole

through the already weak originalist case for disqualification" (even though

he did not cite it in his brief to the Supreme Court).[50] How does a statute

that expressly exempted the presidency from its coverage of all

"office[s] … under the government of the United States" cut against the idea

that the presidency is an office under the United States?

Lash points to Senator Lyman Trumbull, the sole member of Congress during

the statute's drafting to argue that that presidency was not an "office" under

the draft statutory language. But by the time the bill landed on President

Lincoln's desk, Trumbull had yielded. In fact, he was the one who had offered

the original proposal of language for an express presidential exception.[51] He

did so because his colleagues were emphatic that the president was indeed an

officer.[52] This statutory language was subsequently quoted dozens of times

in Congress and reprinted in newspapers across the nation throughout the

1860s, making clear to all members of Congress and ratifiers that the president

was indeed an officer.[53]

A single senator raised the idea that the presidency was not an office. In

response, Congress spoke with one voice to resoundingly reject that view.

[* * *]



In sum: Yes, there was a First Insurrection. Yes, John B. Floyd took part in it.

Yes, Section 3 is self-executing. And yes, it covers the President as an officer of

the United States. With respect to Professor Lash, he has gotten all of these

questions wrong, seriously so. In addition to consulting the Amar brief and

other briefs filed by distinguished scholars and historians, fair-minded readers

with any lingering doubts about our analysis should follow the footnotes,

scrutinize the historical record, and see for themselves.
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